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ABSTRACT 
Wiyoko Gandi Sucipto. C1314011. Politeness Strategy in Request Expression 
Delivered by Characters in The Blind Side Movie (A Pragmatics Approach). 
Thesis: English Department, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret 
University.  
The research is conducted to describe the politeness strategies which are used by the 
characters in movie entitled The Blind Side. It focuses on their ways in delivering a 
request expression. Its objectives are to know the kinds of politeness strategies used 
and to identify the reasons and the factors which influence the characters in 
delivering the request expressions using certain politeness strategies in The Blind 
Side movie.  
Pragmatics approach is used in this research which concerns on the request 
expression as the data. Descriptive qualitative research technique is employed in the 
current research. In this research, all the data of the conversation containing the 
request expression delivered by characters in this movie are taken through purposive 
sampling technique. There are thirty seven conversations chosen as the data and 
classified into four strategies of Brown Levinson’s politeness strategy theory (1987).  
There are two findings in this research. First, the characters in the movie employ four 
kinds of politeness strategies to deliver the request expressions. They are Bald on 
Record, Positive Politeness, Negative Politeness, and Off Record. There are four data 
employed by White people and seven data employed by Black people to deliver the 
request expressions using Bald on Record strategy because of the S and D factors. 
Eight data which employ Positive Politeness strategy are delivered by White people 
and three data which use Positive Politeness strategy are uttered by black people due 
to the D and R factors. White people utter one request expression using Negative 
Politeness strategy and black people deliver four request expressions using Negative 
Politeness strategy and it is caused by the D and P factors. Then, there are seven data 
uttered by white people and three data uttered by black people using Off-Record 
strategy due to the D and R factors. 
Finally, the last finding shows that four reasons which influence the people in 
delivering the request expressions are relationship between the speaker and the 
hearer, the social position between the speaker and the hearer, the burden of the 
speaker’s request to the hearer and the situation when the characters utter the request 
expression. Furthermore, there are four factors influence the characters in using 
certain politeness strategies. Those are the social distance, the relative power, the 
rank of imposition and the situation.  
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